A geometrical interpretation of the elementary constituents which make up perceptual patterns is proposed: if a number of different patternvectors lie approximately within the same plane in the pattern-vector space, those patterns can be interpreted as sharing a common constituent. Individual constituents are associated with individual planes of patterns: a pattern lying within an intersection of several such planes corresponds to a combination of several constituents. This interpretation can model patterns as hierarchical combinations of constituents that are themselves combinations of yet more elementary constituents.
which represent the current pattern of the neuron's N input activities: a pattern-vector 1 in an N -dimensional pattern-space. Different activity-patterns arise from the perceptual environment with different probabilities
The structure of this probability-distribution summarises the statistical information available to the neuron's experience. The neuron adapts to its environment on the basis of its experience of some ensemble x { } of patterns populated according to this distribution.
The neuron's response-function and the synaptic vector
A neuron's pattern-response function r x a f determines the value of the neuron's response to any particular input-activity pattern x that appears at its input-synapses. Real-valued, nonstochastic response-functions are considered in this article. Neural-network models usually assume that r x a f depends on the vector 2 w = w w w i N 1 , , , ,
of the neuron's N input synaptic weights: the synaptic vector, which constitutes the neuron's receptive field profile. The response is usually assumed to be a continuous (non-decreasing) function of the scalar product of x and w , r r x w w x , a f a f
The scalar product w x ◊ depends on the vector-length w and on each pattern's projection a = ◊ x w $
along the synaptic vector's unit-direction $ w w w ∫ -1 .
For any given state of the synaptic vector, the pattern-response depends on the pattern-vector only via its projection:
Pattern-vectors having equal projections onto $ w lie within N-1-dimensional planes in the pattern space, which are normal to the direction of $ w . Pattern-vectors having similar projections onto $ w lie close to a plane.
that lie close to a plane (normal to $ w ) will induce closely similar responses. Patterns which have unequal projections onto the synaptic vector will induce different responses.
Pattern-transformations x
x Sx S ae AE ae = '
can describe any relationship between pairs of pattern-vectors x x , ' ( ). For example, one transformation might change the expression of a face in an image-vector from a smile to a frown, while another might displace a whole face sideways across the image. Of interest here are pattern-transformations that leave the response invariant: they relate different patterns that induce similar responses, r r Sx x w w a f a f = .
A neuron's pattern-response can be made invariant under a number of transformations if the pattern-vectors related by those transformations lie within a plane: to achieve this, the neuron's synaptic vector must be brought into alignment with the plane's normal. This is the basis of discriminating transformation-invariance: an individual neuron's response can be made invariant under a group of specific pattern-transformations, whilst discriminating between patterns that are related to one another by other transformations. Selforganisation of discriminating transformation-invariance relies on adaptive alignment of synaptic vectors, so that they become normal to planes of pattern-vectors experienced.
Shared constituents of patterns

Interpreting the building-blocks of an ensemble of patterns
The approach to self-organised invariance presented here is relevant for ensembles of patterns that are composed from combinations of elementary constituents: sub-structures that recur in various combinations as the shared building-blocks of the ensemble's various patterns. This article proposes a geometrical definition to interpret the intuitive concept of patternconstituents and clarify their significance for invariant response, and presents a neural adaptation mechanism which generates detectors for them. Within this framework, a patternensemble's constituent-structure is the statistical property which permits individual neurons to respond with transformation-invariance.
Pattern-constituents: definitions
Various pattern-subsets within an ensemble may be coplanar to some approximation. A constituent is a shared sub-structure associated with each pattern of such a coplanar subset.
Suppose some subset of pattern-vectors x drawn from the ensemble x { } lie on the same N-1-dimensional plane
Associated with each plane i is a vector $ c i normal to the plane. A constituent will be defined as a (unit) vector 3 $ c i normal to a plane passing through some such subset of the patternensemble. The definition is readily extended to subsets of patterns that are coplanar only within a finite approximation. The projection of any given pattern x along a constituent $ c i is defined as 
The cut just divides the pattern-space along the plane x c ◊ = $ i J , which is parallel to the coplanar pattern-subset and separated from it by a distance a i -J . The value of J could be chosen as close to a i o as the coplanarity's accuracy permits. (Approximate coplanarity arises when pattern-vectors lie on a smoothly-curved convex surface for example: patterns lying near the surface's tangent-plane at $ c i will be approximately coplanar, and can be separated from the other patterns by a planar threshold-cut.)
A further piece of terminology is useful shorthand for discussing pattern-constituents, in situations where no pattern in the ensemble casts a projection a i larger than a i o , and it is only significant to specify whether or not a given pattern lies in the coplanar subset x c ◊ =
With respect to some threshold-plane x c ◊ = $ i J chosen as above, a pattern x is said to contain constituent i , or equivalently constituent i is present within pattern x , if x satisfies (13). Conversely, constituent i is absent from pattern x if x lies on the other side of this threshold-plane. (The threshold cut (13) separates the patterns containing $ c i from the patterns in which $ c i is absent.)
By this definition, all the patterns in the coplanar subset x c ◊ =
constituent $ c i will contain that constituent: the constituent is shared by all those different patterns, recurring in pattern after pattern. If any particular pattern happens to be a member of several distinct (non-parallel, intersecting) coplanar subsets of the ensemble, that pattern will contain several distinct constituents. 4 The sign convention for $ c i 's direction can always be defined so that this cut separates the a i o peak from the bulk of the ensemble's patterns.
Invariant representation of an ensemble's patterns by their constituents
A pattern-ensemble which contains many distinct coplanar subsets has many distinct constituents. The kind of high-dimensional pattern ensemble of interest here has large numbers of constituents, several of which are present in most or all of the ensemble's patterns: different combinations of constituents are present in different individual patterns. The complete set $ c i { } of an ensemble's constituents forms a vector-basis along which a pattern-vector's projections a i { } make up a transformed set of coordinates for representing the pattern. The number of distinct constituents is not constrained to be equal to, less than, or greater than N , so the transform-basis is not required to be complete or linearly independent. Permitting the basis to be non-orthogonal (as in Gabor-wavelet representation, for example [e.g. Field 1993] ) allows it to consist of subtle, information-rich constituents: because the transform-basis is free to be non-orthogonal and the transform-coordinates non-linear, the transform can be much more general than a pattern-space rotation.
The coplanar patterns which all contain a particular constituent all cast similar projections along that constituent. In the transformed representation, patterns sharing a common constituent $ c i can be recognised from the corresponding coordinate a i , which will be invariant for all those patterns: an invariant under the transformations that relate different patterns containing the particular constituent. The constituent-representation is a transformation-invariant representation: one in which each transform-coordinate is an invariant under a distinct group of transformations mapping ensemble-patterns onto one another.
A pattern's constituent-representation is a list specifying which combination of constituents is present in the pattern. In information language [e.g. Shannon 1949] , the complete set of the ensemble's constituents corresponds to an 'alphabet of symbols' from which the patterns of the ensemble are built up in various combinations.
2.4.
Illustration: a visual pattern-ensemble Figure 1 : Examples from an ensemble of patterns assembled from random combinations of a few elementary constituents, selected from an alphabet of available constituents. Each constituent of the alphabet is one of two people's faces, at a specific image-location. (There are two constituents of the alphabet for every image-location.) The two patterns depicted here happen to share a single constituent in common (one face at a particular location): other pairs and sets of patterns in the ensemble share other constituents in common.
Consider an illustration: a visual pattern-ensemble in which each distinct pattern-vector represents a different 256 256 ¥ grey-level image. Each constituent is a recognisable sub-structure which recurs within pattern after pattern: an individual face, of a particular person, at a specific image-location. The complete alphabet consists of two different faces (two people), each face at every possible image-location (2 256 256 ¥ ¥ distinct constituents in total). From combinations of constituents selected from this alphabet can be assembled huge numbers of distinct photo-montages of groups of faces, such as the two depicted in figure 1. Each pattern of the ensemble is a different combination of a few faces selected from the alphabet (satisfying the constraint that no single pattern contains faces that overlap with one another). Each individual constituent is an image-space vector: an image containing just one face (figure 3 depicts two of these constituent-vectors).
Each constituent is an axis along which all the ensemble's patterns containing the constituent cast similar projections. Notice that the two patterns of figure 1, which both contain the first constituent depicted in figure 3 , cast similar projections along this axis: so do all the other coplanar patterns that contain this constituent. All the other constituents of the alphabet define other planes of patterns, which share other faces in common. A pattern containing a particular combination of faces lies on the intersection of the planes defined by those constituents.
The alphabet of constituents is the basis of a discriminating, transformation-invariant representation of the ensemble's patterns. Each coordinate discriminates between patterns exclusively on the basis of whether they contain a particular face, and is an invariant with respect to transformations of other faces.
Intersection/Union relationship between patterns and constituents
Regarding patterns as sets, within the universal set of the whole ensemble x { } , illuminates the relationship between patterns and constituents. Any subset of the ensembles' patterns lying in a plane defines a constituent, which all those patterns contain. This subset, associated with an individual constituent, is the union U of all the patterns containing the constituent. Conversely, an individual pattern is the intersection I of all the pattern-subsets associated with constituents the pattern contains. In the pattern-space, the pattern-vector which contains a particular combination of constituents lies on the geometrical intersection between the corresponding combination of constituent-planes. Patterns are particular combinations of constituents in that they are particular intersections of constituent-defining sets.
2.6.
Composite constituents: intersections of elementary constituents In the pattern-subset picture, an individual pattern is a constituent-intersection that contains just one member. Pattern-subsets having more than one member can also be intersections of constituent-defining subsets. For example, the subset of the ensemble's patterns containing constituent $ c 1 includes the smaller subset of patterns that contain both $ c 1 and $ c 2 in conjunction, which in turn includes the subset containing $ 
provided the vectors $ , $ , $ , c c c 1 2 3 K form a linearly independent set). The patterns within this intersection of planes must be coplanar, and so they define a new constituent, which is distinct from all of $ , $ , $ , c c c
The patterns containing this new constituent all contain the conjunction $ , $ , $ , c c c 1 2 3 K : this new constituent is a composite of more elementary sub-constituents $ , $ , $ , c c c 1 2 3 K . A composite constituent will be present more rarely than will its elementary sub-constituents, because the intersection of subsets contains fewer of the ensemble's patterns than does each elementary subset. The patterns of an intersection must always cast a projection along the composite constituent which is larger than any of the projections a a a The concept of composite constituents requires an illustration: an extension of the face-montage pattern-ensemble [ Figure 2 ]. In the images of this new ensemble, the faces of the two people are allowed to vary in shape and expression, as well as in position as before.
Different shape-variants of eyes and mouth make up faces with different expressions, while differently-shaped faces are composed from eyes and mouths with different relative displacements. Each individual composite face is a particular combination of 3 specific elementary facial features, and there are very many distinct such composites, each one arising on patterns only very rarely. (See ahead to figures 5(a) and 5(b) for illustrations of these composite and elementary constituents.) Variations in the combinations of elementary constituents that make up the composites are responsible for variation in face-shape and expression.
Composite constituents can have hierarchical structures of many levels: a composite may be the conjunction of several more elementary constituents, which may in turn be composites of yet more elementary constituents. Identifying pattern-constituents with coplanar subsets of the pattern-ensemble enables us to model the intuitive notion that the perceptual world is made up of hierarchies of features within features, and to interpret the transformation-invariances associated with those features.
2.7.
Constituent-representation as an unredundant sparse code
For ensembles of patterns concentrated on constituent-planes, the constituentrepresentation a i { } is a sparse representation of patterns: each pattern's a i -coordinates will be large (greater than some threshold J ) for only a few constituents i out of the alphabet. The representation is far less redundant [Barlow 1959] than the synaptic-activity representation x i { }, because only a small proportion of the alphabet's symbols are required to specify any individual pattern, on average. Real perceptual environments seem suitable for sparse, low-redundancy representation in terms of frequently-arising sub-structures. Neurons of the visual cortex may compute (functions of) the coordinates of a sparse transform of natural scenes [Field 1987 ]. Using a low-redundancy neural code for representing frequent sub-structures is likely to be a primary function of vertebrates' brains [Barlow 1972]: tuning individual neurons to frequent sub-structures would be achieved through adaptation.
Synaptic adaptation through invariance self-organisation
The goal of invariance self-organisation
If neurons having the generic response-function (7) are to transform their input-patterns into an invariant constituent-representation a i { }, their synaptic vectors should adapt so as to become aligned with the constituents of the pattern-ensemble they experience. A neuron with synaptic vector aligned with constituent $ c i will have a response-function determined by the input-pattern's corresponding projection a i :
Having aligned its synaptic vector with constituent $ c i , a neuron's response will be invariant for the coplanar subset of patterns which contain $ c i .
An adaptive dynamics called invariance self-organisation (ISO) drives synaptic vectors into alignment with constituents. ISO was designed specifically to exhibit this behaviour, which can be attributed to the form of its dynamical equation. That this dynamical equation implicitly contains a simple neuron-model is coincidental to this primary goal.
The response-function of the ISO neuron
The ISO dynamical equation contains an implicit model for the neural responsefunction r x w a f . The response to an activity-pattern x , for a given state w of the inputsynapses, is determined as r x w x w w w x w a f a f a f
where a non-linear (piecewise linear) threshold-function q z b g is defined
The ISO response-function bears a superficial resemblance to the classical Perceptron activation-function [Minsky & Papert 1969] (though their learning-rules are unrelated).
The (scalar) threshold-parameter J is a fixed property of each individual neuron, which does not change 5 during the self-organisation of the synaptic vector. It has the dimensions of a length in pattern-space. This response-function belongs to the generic class (7): the response depends on the pattern only via its projection along $ w .
Selective response: the ISO threshold-parameter J J
A neuron with this response-function will respond only to patterns that cast projections greater than J onto $ w :
The response-function defines a response-region in the pattern space, which lies to one side of the threshold-plane x w ◊ = $ J . Only patterns that fall within this region will induce a response (17), which will be proportional to the pattern's distance from the threshold-plane.
(The subset of the ensemble's patterns that fall within this region will be denoted by Q $ ,
this response-inducing subset depends on $ w and J according to (17) .)
The distance J of this threshold-plane from the origin determines the neuron's degree of pattern-selectivity (how often it responds), because a more distant response-region will contain a smaller subset Q $ , w J a f of the ensemble's patterns. It follows from (17) that the range of useful J values is restricted to
With J below the lower limit, the neuron will respond to any pattern in the ensemble x { } : if J is above the upper limit, the neuron will never respond. The response becomes progressively more selective as the threshold-parameter J is increased.
If the synaptic vector's direction $ w becomes aligned with one of the ensemble's constituents $ c i , and if the ISO threshold satisfies
the response region will contain all the ensemble's coplanar patterns that contain $ c i : the threshold-plane then lies parallel to that particular constituent-plane. The neuron's response will then be selective for patterns containing that constituent, and invariant for those patterns: the neuron will be a discriminating, invariant detector for a specific constituent.
The dynamical equation of invariance self-organisation
ISO prescribes adaptation of the synaptic vector to an ensemble of patterns x { } according to dynamics
The average is over the frequency-distribution P x x { } a f of patterns in the ensemble. The ISO dynamics (20) perform gradient ascent [Appendix C.] on a potential V w a f, which is the mean squared distance of the above-threshold patterns Q $ w a f from the threshold-plane $ w x ◊ =J . (These dynamics can be simulated by iteration at discrete time-steps dt = 1, provided the adaptation rate l is sufficiently small that, at each step, w is incremented by a vector dw small in comparison with w : equivalently, the potential V w a f is increased by only a small fraction dV V at each step. This condition is met when 1 l is substantially larger than the variance of the ensemble's pattern-vectors. In the small-l limit, the trajectory followed becomes independent of l , as with gradient-following on any continuous function: all the numerical simulations presented in this article were made in the l -independent regime.)
The dynamical equation (20) is homogeneous: it is left invariant in form by any operation that rescales the synaptic vector
In other words, the adaptation of w 's direction is unaffected by any process which changes only w 's length. Consequently, w may be rescaled continuously throughout its adaptation, without interfering with the dynamics, in order to conserve its normalisation at any desired value. Homogeneity therefore allows a normalising mechanism to operate independently of the basic adaptation process: whatever normalisation scheme operates, the unit vector $ w follows [Appendix B.] 
This property is familiar from the linear principal component (PCA) neuron [Oja 1982] , which has scale-invariant dynamics: the ISO dynamics differ in having the scale-preserving but nonlinear function q z b g.
These dynamics are equivalent to Hebbian adaptation of the ISO neuron [Hebb 1949 ]. In response to pattern x , drawn from P x x { } a f and persisting for duration dt , the synaptic vector is augmented towards x by an amount proportional to the neuron's response: asymptotes to the true mean x x x ra f { } , the stochastic recursion (23) will follow the path of the deterministic dynamics (20), converging to its stable stationary points. (Under these circumstances, general conditions [Ljung 1977] for the stochastic recursion to converge to the stable points of the deterministic dynamics are satisfied.)
Like the linear PCA neuron, but unlike other unsupervised structure-finding networks such as competitive nets [Rumelhart & Zipser 1985] , learning vector-quantisers or topographic feature-maps [Kohonen 1989] , individual ISO neurons self-organise independently: without (lateral) interaction with one another. Consequently, a set of ISO neurons adapting to the same pattern-vectors will have no ordering or topographic neighbourhood-relationships. ISO neurons in multiple-level stacks are oblivious to this lack of ordering, since no special ordering is assumed between a the components of any neuron's input-vector.
ISO convergence to organised states
Provided that $ w is initially oriented so that at least one of the ensemble's patterns lies above threshold (17) at the beginning of self-organisation, these dynamics inevitably bring the synaptic vector's direction to convergence lim lim
oriented after convergence so that some patterns of the ensemble will induce above-threshold response [Appendix D.] .
For a given pattern-distribution, many alternative $ w • 's are convergent states of the ISO dynamics, though any single neuron cannot converge to more than one. Which alternative is actually selected depends on which basin of attraction happened to contain the initial $ w at the outset of adaptation. A population of neurons, adapting independently of one another, can converge to different states from the available set $ w
• { }: all these convergent states will be represented in the population if it is large enough, and if the initial states were distributed sufficiently uniformly among the various basins of attraction at the outset. 
and if their principal variance v Q 1 (the principal eigenvalue of their covariance matrix) satisfies a stability-condition
A pattern-subset need only be approximately coplanar to give rise to such a convergent state:
if a subset Q of patterns lie close to the plane x c
The stability-condition (26) [Section 3.5.] . At high J -values, response-regions can contain many fewer patterns than at low J , so it can be much less easy to avoid stranding at high J than at low J if the initial state is chosen randomly. This potential problem is avoided by choosing high-J initial states non-randomly: by following the paths of convergent states through their bifurcations, as J is raised from low J (where an unstranded initial state can be chosen randomly). Path-following can be employed during selforganisation if J is raised gradually, over a time-scale substantially longer than the convergence time-scale, so that the state is never perturbed far from convergence.
Demonstration of ISO: multiple-level visual learning 4.1. A pattern-distribution for demonstrating ISO in a single level of neurons
The face-constituent pattern-ensemble that was used to illustrate the coplanarity principle [Section 2.4., Figure 1] can be used to demonstrate invariance self-organisation. This patterndistribution serves as a model of real perceptual information, whilst having statistics sufficiently clearly defined to allow ISO's principles to be visualised geometrically. The individual patterns consist of combinations of several constituents (a mean of 3 per image) selected randomly from an alphabet of 2 256 256 ¥ ¥ : the faces of 2 equiprobable people, distributed uniformly across the 256 256 ¥ image field 8 . Each constituent of the alphabet overlaps many others to a greater or lesser extent, though no two overlapping faces are permitted to be present within the same image. The faces are selected with statistical nearindependence: consequently, the number n of faces per image closely follows a Poisson distribution with n = 3. The images have a uniform background, which is chosen to be zero without loss of generality. Whenever any particular face is present in a pattern, the pattern casts a projection a o along that constituent-axis: a o defines the length-scale of the patternspace (a pattern containing n faces has vector-length n a o , since its n constituents are orthogonal if the background is zero). Each of these organised neurons is so highly selective that it responds only to patterns that contain (among others) the constituent which matches its synaptic vector exactly. Notice that all the patterns which can induce a response (those which contain the right face at the right place) have equal projections a o onto the organised synaptic vector. Consequently, the neuron's response is invariant under the transformations which relate the different patterns containing the trigger-constituent, and zero for patterns not containing the trigger-constituent: it discriminates between patterns purely on the basis of its triggerconstituent's presence or absence. o that is nearly parallel to the first: the collection of patterns that contain any constituent out of a set of nearly parallel alternatives will all lie approximately in the same plane. Consequently, the response-region of a detector for patterns on one of these specific planes can be extended, by reducing J , so as to include all these other, less-coplanar patterns as well: as J is progressively reduced, the constituentdetector will begin to respond to constituents from a range of nearly parallel alternatives, which will become broader as J is further reduced. J only just below a o the neuron responded to just one specific face, it now responds to faces from a range of alternatives, which are similar (nearly parallel). The convergent synaptic vector $ w • is a smooth interpolation between these similar constituents: they cast (approximately) equal projections onto $ w • . Consequently, the response remains approximately invariant whichever of these alternative constituents happens to be present in the pattern: the response generalises over this range of similar constituents. This is because the patterns which contain any of these alternatives form an approximately coplanar subset: the smooth interpolation is a constituent-vector in its own right.
Development of discriminating, transformation-invariant constituent-detectors
A composite pattern-distribution for demonstrating multiple-level ISO
In order to represent with discriminating invariance a pattern-ensemble having composite constituents, more than one level of ISO neurons is required. Each level represents constituents that are composites of the constituents encoded at the level below, generalising over the variability in their composition.
This can be demonstrated using the ensemble of montages of variable cartoon-faces that illustrated the principle of composite constituents [Section 2.6., Figure 2 ]. Cartoon-faces rather than real photographs are used in this demonstration, because variable combinations of cartoon eyes and mouths can be generated in large numbers according to well-defined ensemble statistics. The faces of two cartoon-people, denoted S (smiling) and F (frowning), are distributed with the same near-independent statistics as the faces of two people in the photo-montage ensemble [Section 4.1.] . These faces are each composites of 3 elementary constituents: left eye, right eye, and mouth.
Extra statistics determine the variable constituent-composition of each face. Distinct expressions are constructed as distinct combinations of distinct eye-and mouth-shapes: left eyes, mouths and right eyes are each selected randomly from 4 alternative shape-variants of smile or 4 alternative shape-variants of frown. The complete alphabet of elementary constituents consists of 4 variants of each smiling or frowning left eye, right eye, or mouth, at each image location (2 3 4 256 256 ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ elementary constituents in total). Faces of various shapes are constructed by varying the relative separations of the eyes and mouth: the displacements (measured from the nominal face-centre in pixel-coordinates h v , ) of the right eye, mouth and left eye each follow Gaussian distributions, about respective means of -10 12 , , 0 12 , -and 10 12 , , all with standard deviations of ± ± 3 2 , . Each S-face is constructed from eyes and mouths each selected independently from among the (4 equally likely) smiling variants with probability 0.8, or from the (4 equally likely) frowning variants with probability 0.2: F-faces contain predominantly frowning features, with the converse probabilities. S and F are statistically distinct classes of face 9 : on average, the members of the same class share more constituents in common than do members of different classes.
4.5.
Using J J to select between elementary and composite constituents
The cartoon-faces pattern-ensemble has two kinds of constituent, corresponding to two different defining projections a i o : elementary facial features and composite faces. (Each composite constituent is a particular combination of 3 specific facial features.) A composite constituent always has a defining projection larger than those of the elementary constituents comprising it [Appendix A.] : in units in which whole faces have defining projection a o , the defining projection for the individual facial features is a o 3 , because in the present case 3 orthogonal elementary constituents comprise each composite constituent. We expect [Section 3.6.] the elementary facial features to be the ISO stable points when J is just less than a o 3 , whereas whole faces will be the stable points when J is just less than a o .
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) respectively show typical ISO convergent vectors at J = 0 95
. a o and J = 0 95 3 . a o . In both cases ISO finds the constituents that are stable at the appropriate J -value: the elementary constituents at the lower value and the composite constituents at the higher value. At the lower J -value, the adapted neuron responds whenever the pattern contains the specific eye or mouth that matches its receptive field exactly: at the higher J -value, the neuron responds far less frequently, whenever the pattern contains the specific matching conjunction of eyes and mouths.
In the cartoon-faces ensemble, the elementary constituents are discrete: they come in just 2 3 4 ¥ ¥ distinct shapes. If instead they came in a continuous spectrum of shapes, each low-J convergent vector would generalise over a (different) range of closely similar shapes, within that spectrum [Section 4.3.] . Each low-J convergent vector would develop into a relatively shape-specific elementary-constituent detector in the same way, though many more such detectors would be required to span a whole continuum of shapes. 
4.6.
Discrimination and generalisation and are antagonistic within the same level A single neuron can either be a discriminating detector for a specific composite constituent (at higher threshold J ), or a discriminating detector for a specific elementary constituent (at lower threshold). With only one level of processing, the neuron cannot generalise over for a broad class of composite constituents (all the S-faces for example) whilst discriminating between distinct classes (between S and F): within the same processing level, discrimination and generalisation and are antagonistic. This dilemma resolved by introducing multiple levels of processing: the separate tasks of discrimination and generalisation can be performed by neurons in separate levels, and are no longer antagonistic.
4.7.
Discriminating generalisation in a multiple-level system A two-level hierarchy of ISO neurons can discriminate between the distinct face-classes S and F whilst generalising over the members within each class.
Each of many neurons in the first level adapts directly to the image-space, with J set to 0 95 3 . a With the first-level neurons encoding the pattern-ensemble in terms of its elementary constituents, the task of expression-invariant discrimination between the two people's faces is made easy for the second-level neurons. They can concentrate on generalisation over expression and face-shape within class S or class F, because the first level has dealt with the discrimination between smiling and frowning features: two functions that would have been antagonistic within a single level. After self-organisation, the sensitivity-profile to each elementary constituent follows a smooth, Gaussian-like dependence on image-location: the second-level neurons are sensitive to each elementary constituent within a region of the image which is localised in position, but only within a limited degree of precision. Within these sensitivity-regions, each sensitivity-profile varies smoothly across neighbouring locations: synapses from first-level detectors for identical facial features at neighbouring locations have approximately equal weights. In other words, second-level pattern-vectors encoding faces that differ only in having their features slightly displaced will cast equal projections onto a converged secondlevel synaptic vector. Consequently, a second-level neuron's response will remain (locally) invariant as any facial feature is moved continuously across its smooth envelope of sensitivity. In addition, equality of weights between the 4 expression-variants of each feature (at each location) means that the response is invariant with respect to the degree of smile or frown. The Gaussian-like sensitivity-profiles have developed to reflect the Gaussian scatter experienced in the facial features' relative separations: the aspect ratio of each sensitivityregion (3/2), which gives level-two neurons greater tolerance to horizontal feature displacement than to vertical displacement, has adapted to match the aspect ratio of the distribution of displacements experienced. The equal weights for expression-variants have developed to reflect their equal frequencies of occurrence. Because J is so far below a ( ) 2 o , the response of each second-level class-detector generalises over a large number of similar faces within its class (if J were only just below a ( ) 2 o , each neuron would respond to only one specific combination of 3 specific facial features): each class-detector generalises over many distinct faces because its receptive field is equally sensitive to facial features of many alternative variants and locations.
Despite their capacity to discriminate between the two face-classes, organised second-level neurons respond invariantly under local face-shifts and transformations of faceshape and expression within each class. These transformation-invariances develop to correspond to geometrical invariances of the pattern-vector distribution: synaptic vectors become oriented normal to planes of pattern-vectors in their response regions.
10 All 2 256 256 ¥ ¥ convergent states are equally likely outcomes, from uniformly random initial states. 
Local position-tolerance of generalising composite-detectors
The response of a shape-tolerant composite-face detector is locally invariant to deformations in the relative positions of the three elementary features, because the smooth sensitivityprofiles cause near-optimal responses to be achieved when those features are only imprecisely localised. This lack of face-shape precision also gives the composite-detector tolerance to local shifts of the face's position: the response remains locally invariant as the face's nominal location is moved continuously across the detector's sensitive region. This locally shift-invariant composite-detector defines a face's position with only a limited degree of precision, which matches the extent of its shape-tolerance. This is desirable, because it would be pointless to perceive a thing's location with a precision much finer than the precision with which its shape is perceived [Webber 1991]. In multiple-level vision systems, ISO can generate shape-tolerant and locally position-tolerant composite-detectors at each level, which have tolerances matched to the shape-variation experienced within the composites detected by that level. Through selforganisation of invariances that are data-driven rather than enforced a priori, a nested hierarchy of localised receptive fields emerges, whose variation-tolerances are similar to those designed into the Neocognitron model of tolerant recognition [Fukushima & Miyake 1982] .
Conclusion
Wherever pattern-vectors are grouped into planes, invariance of pattern-response can selforganise. In this way, individual neurons can develop into detectors for the individual constituent-structures which make up the various patterns: their responses become invariant with respect to other pattern-attributes. Such response-invariances can take the form of generalisation over alternative constituents: the same response whichever of the alternatives happens to be present. Patterns' constituents can themselves be composites of yet more elementary constituents: in multiple-level systems, composite-detectors can generalise over the variation in that composition. Generalisation over constituent-composition is a general class of transformation-invariance, which includes the visual transformation-invariances of shape-tolerance and local position-tolerance. 
As J is increased towards a i o , a phase-transition will be passed, beyond which the stationary state is no longer stable. The convergent state will bifurcate, along the principal eigenvector of C Q . A constituent $ c i will be an ISO convergent state if the coplanar patterns which define it have their mean lying along $ c i and if their principal variance satisfies (63).
G. Approximately coplanar patterns give rise to similar convergent states
An approximately coplanar pattern-subset will give rise to an ISO convergent state in the same way: if exactly coplanar patterns Q are perturbed away from their plane, the corresponding ISO stable state $ w • will be perturbed away from the location (61). The stable state will move continuously as the patterns become gradually less coplanar, until the stability condition (58) ceases to be valid.
